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"OUR CIVILISATION MAY DIE" SAID JORDAN BARDELLA EUROPEAN ELECTION'S
CANDIDATE
FRENCH FAVORITE OF LEADER NATIONAL RALLY

Paris, Washington DC, 02.06.2024, 22:16 Time

USPA NEWS - We are D-7 from the voting day of the European elections to choose their future MEPs, Jordan Bardella leader of the
RN list is estimated to still be in the lead with 32.5% of voting intentions, according to an Elabe survey for BFM Channel Tv BFMTV
and the Journal La Tribune Sunday, published on Saturday. In 2024, France will have 81 seats in the European Parliament out of the
720 seats in the twenty-seven member states. The first country to have 96 seats is Germany, ahead of France, the founding country of
the European Union.

Jordan Bardella president of the National Rally, and estimated at the head of the candidates of the 38 French lists of the European
elections which will take place on June 8/9, with over 32% of voting intentions according to the polls, for months held his last major
convention today. Over between 5000 to 6000 supporters were present at the Dome, at Porte de Versailles, where Jordan Bardella
delivered at 3:35 p.m. a 30-minute speech, with the assurance of a great political leader, at his young age of 28 years. Marine Le Pen,
the notorious boss of the National Rally, his mentor, was there to do the warm-up, as an introductory strong keynote.

THE ONLY CLOUD IN THE SKY IS THE HIGH RATE OF ABSTENTION FRO VOTING ESPECIALLY THE YOUNGSTERS
The only cloud in the bright sky of Jordan Bardella and the other candidates of the presidential majority (Valerie Hayer, 15% according
to the polls), the socialist Raphael Glucksman (14.5%) and the rest of the opposition, is the abstention rate Abstention next Sunday is
estimated at 51% by Ifop.
As for young people, they do not seem to be interested in going to vote in France, and mobilization remains low, with only 3 out of 10
planning to go and vote next Sunday (survey by the Ipsos institute for France Televisions and Brut, May 29 2024) with almost one in
two young people saying they do not fully understand the issues at stake in the election.
In 2019, 40% of 18-34 years old went to the polls for this European election, according to an Ipsos/Sopra Steria s

JORDAN BARDELLA PROMOTED FRENCH SOVEREIGNTY BY THREATENING THE END OF “EUROPEAN CIVILIZATION”
Jordan Bardella repeatedly brandishes, in his speech, the threat of letting European civilization die if migration is identified at this pace
"Our civilization can die, if we do not now and quickly regain control of our migration policy"
He thus questions his current and potential electorate during these European elections, on the risk of “losing European civilization”, in
total opposition to the stability pact and migration, voted, recently by the European Parliament last April 11, 2024, after nine years of
negotiations and debates.

An extract from the press release from the National Rally Party sent to supporters explains “As we are at the dawn of a decisive vote,
in which the entire people will have to choose the destiny they want for France, Jordan Bardella called on each and every one to
mobilize: we cannot let Emmanuel Macron have a free hand to implement his project of enlarging Europe to 37 States, deindexing
pensions, destroying unemployment insurance, rising prices gas and migratory submergence. To abstain is to vote for Macron; to
disperse on lists which cannot win is to strengthen Macron. " The press release summarizes the content of Jordan Bardella's
30-minute speech by targeting the party's favorite subject which is "Control of French and European borders in the face of the
migratory challenge, protection in the face of unfair competition, patriotism in public procurement for benefit in particular our farmers,
support for businesses in the face of ever more absurd inflation standards" as well as the sensitive subject (Tres national) of inflation
and the purchasing power of the French.

“Restrictive standards imposed by the Brussels Commission, reform of European price-setting rules to regain purchasing power: our
ideas are in the majority in the country and can obtain, on June 9, the most resounding victory. » and to conclude in a very
sovereigntist manner, advocating a strong France within Europe and not the European Union. Governing France's national affairs “As
Jordan Bardella said, never apologize for being proud to be French. On June 9, don't give up anything and have the patriotic reflex: on
June 9, vote, have people vote, for the only list capable of beating Emmanuel Macron, and of organizing the start!" Thus proclaims the
press release from the RN Party (National Rally) and thus imports the subject of the European elections onto the national table, as



opposition to the presidential majority in France.

VALERIE HAYER THE CHALLENGER (16%) ALSO HAD HER LAST CAMPAIGN CONVENTION WITH P.M. GABRIEL ATTAL
Meanwhile, the challenger of Jordan Bardella, who according to the polls, with 16% of voting intentions according to Elabe, Valérie
Hayer, the head of the list of the presidential majority (Renaissance, MoDem, Horizons, UDI, Radical Party), also gave its last
campaign meeting, Saturday, in Aubervilliers (Seine-Saint-Denis), under the slogan "Let's wake up! Let's refuse to succumb to
demagoguery and simplism! It's up to us to start the fight", she launched alongside Gabriel Attal, who came as reinforcement, from his
position as Prime Minister, also putting at the service of the fragile candidate, her strong capital of sympathy and among the favorite
political figures of the French with a popularity rating of 39% (Ifop survey, JDD, May 15, 2024). This is not a report, but upon research
and informations provided by many media and polls sources, in France, from our disabled correspondent.
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